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For many arriving in Oregon this
weekend, the solar eclipse is just an ex-
cuse.

Childhood memories, road-trip dis-
coveries and close friendships — old
and new — are the real objectives.

Jim Wright drove nearly 14 hours
with his wife, two young daughters and
mother-in-law from Alberta, Canada, to
Rockaway Beach.

They decided to take at least two
days for the drive, having never been
through this part of the country. The
goal was to make the entire trip an ex-
perience, particularly for the kids, in-
stead of just going for the eclipse.

For Ester Benedetti, it’s about re-
connecting with the family of an ex-
change student that lived with her in It-

aly. Benedetti’s in the states for five
weeks, and the group drove from Seat-
tle to Madras to experience the eclipse
together.

Stirring a little commerce into their
family vacation, Rob and Michelle
Lichty traveled with their two children
from Morrow Bay, California, to watch
the eclipse with friends and sell some
eclipse-themed jewelry at the Corvallis
Farmers’ Market.

Preparing to camp out with friends
and making pendants is far more prep-
aration than the couple had before the
last total solar eclipse they witnessed.
That was in Prague in 1999, and they
didn’t even know it was coming. Sud-
denly, the sky just started turning dark.

“We experienced four seasons in
about 20 minutes,” Lichty said. “It’s
something that’s stuck in our minds.”
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Jesse Sedwick of Eugene lifts up his daughter, Eleanor, so she can look at the sun through a 10-inch Meade telescope at Solartown, a
solar eclipse campground in Madras, on Saturday. The telescope was set up for public viewing by San Francisco resident Ray Davis.

For many, event is pretext to see family and friends
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SISTERS - It’s quiet downtown.
This bustling Western-theme town

was expecting thousands of visitors for
Monday’s solar eclipse given its loca-
tion on the edge of the path of totality.

But the Milli Fire has put a hold on
that.

The fire, named for a hiking trail
near where it started, has shut down
nearby highways, prompted evacua-
tions of 600 people from their homes
and put a damper on eclipse celebra-
tions.

“A lot of people worked hard to get
prepared for the eclipse and a few days
ago there was excitement in the air,”

said Sisters resident Kristan Collins,
watching the fire from the edge of
town. “But now that’s turned to a little
bit of soberness.”

“It’s fire season and we’re used to it,
but this one really has our attention
now.”

The fire had reached almost 8,000
acres Saturday — doubling in size
since last Thursday — and remains ze-
ro percent contained. But officials said
they made enough progress fighting
the fire that it's unlikely they will order
more evacuations.

At a meeting Saturday evening at
Sisters High School, officials told a
packed house that fire teams had start-

Growing fire near Sisters
puts damper on sky party
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The Milli Fire is burning near Sisters in Central Oregon.
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See SISTERS, Page 2A

Crowded around a telescope point-
ed toward the eastern sky, four stu-
dents heed the deliberate instruc-
tions of a grey-haired astronomer.

“At five seconds, filter’s off!”
Richard Berry says, keeping an eye
on his silver wristwatch.

On cue, he pulls their homemade
solar filter off the lens. 

“OK, totality just began!”
The telescope continues to cycle

through exposures — 0.6 seconds,
then 1 second, then 1.6 seconds — set
in the hopes it can record a series of
workable images. On a monitor, the
brightness of their celestial subject
and the stars around it change slight-
ly on each photo, a critical component
of the group’s experiment.

“We are already 30 seconds into to-
tality,” Berry warns his students.

Berry, 70, is as respected and influ-
ential as any amateur astronomer in
the country, having sold thousands of
books on constructing telescopes and
taking digital pictures of the heavens.
He built his first telescopes as a teen-
ager, introduced to the field by his fa-
ther. 

He was the editor of top astronomy
magazines for more than a decade.
He’s traveled the world stargazing
and observing solar eclipses. And
now, one is passing over his backyard
in Lyons, east of Salem.

“How quick it is,” he continues.
“Two minutes of hell,” says

Andrew Jozwiak, a 32-year-old Port-

Eclipse
expert 
is in his
element
CONNOR RADNOVICH
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Richard Berry, right, and Jacob Sharkansky
conduct a telescope experiment Monday.

See ASTRONOMER, Page 7A

How the 1979 and 2017 eclipses match up OREGON LIFE, 1E
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land Community College sophomore
with a penchant for whistling Christmas
tunes.

At 50 seconds, Berry starts imitating
the screams of eclipse watchers: Ooh!
Wow! It’s incredible! Oh, oh, oh!

“Reliably, they go totally nuts. 75 sec-
onds in.”

“I might be doing that, too,” says 17-
year-old Jacob Sharkansky, a slouching,
groggy math whiz, who receives as much
tormenting as he dishes out. He sits at
the computer; images pour in.

“At 85 seconds be prepared to move
the telescope.”

Berry stops. “Oooh, we screwed up.”
Everyone goes silent. They have one

shot at this experiment -- it’s only possi-
ble during a total solar eclipse. Nothing
can go wrong.

Their telescope has failed to rotate
enough at the correct moment to take
pictures of the sky. For an experiment
that rides on measuring star-location
change by half a pixel, this could make it
difficult later on to compensate for some
variables.

Luckily for them, the eclipse isn’t for
another two weeks. This time, Berry
gets to reset the solar eclipse at 90 sec-
onds and rotate the telescope 10 degrees
away from the full moon -- tonight’s Sol
stand in.

After a few photos of the stars to the
left of the moon, the countdown is back
on.

“Totality is just ending,” Berry says.
He describes the scene they can expect:
The sun peeks out from behind the moon,
everyone scrambles to protect their
eyes, the telescope starts registering
completely overexposed images.

“The sun will be coming back and
you’ll be going like: ‘Is it over? Oh my
god! That was the shortest two minutes
of my life!’” Berry says, pulling from a
half-century of experience.

Berry replaces the telescope lens cap
as the camera keeps taking images. The
group waits for the next step. Six sec-
onds later, Berry answers the silence.

“And that’s the end.”

A first look up

It wasn’t until Berry was 11 years old
that he had any sense of the world around
him.

During a routine check-up, a school
nurse discovered he was severely near-
sighted -- around 400/20.

“Wow, this is marvelous,” Berry re-
calls thinking while riding home with
glasses for the first time. “I can see
things that are out there.”

“Out there” would soon stretch far
further than a few meters from his fam-
ily’s car window.

As a self-described “science kid,”
Berry had developed interests in dino-
saurs, electronics and radio systems in
his youth, but the ability to see changed
everything. He started with photogra-
phy — gifted a small Kodak Brownie
Hawkeye box camera — but within two
years retrieved from the attic a tele-
scope his father had built while Berry
was still a toddler.

When he looked through his telescope
for the first time, he saw Jupiter and Sat-
urn together in the southern sky.

“It was just like I read. It was per-
fect,” Berry said. “I was totally thrilled.”

As Berry puts it, that was the end of
his interest in dinosaurs and radio.

Berry soon replaced the telescope’s
damaged mirror, and later constructed a
handful of stronger telescopes, eventu-
ally allowing himself to see millions of
light years into space. It was also around
that time when his father took him to see
his first total solar eclipse — or, at least,
part of it from behind “the only cloud in
the region” on Maine’s coastal Cadillac
Mountain.

Berry credits his father for nurturing
his interest in astronomy.

The elder Berry, John, was a physical
chemist with an interest in astronomy
who worked at a facility where staff
members would help aluminize tele-
scope mirrors for local astronomers.
One day a technician broke a mirror he
was coating. John took the mirror and
made a very simple telescope — the one
Richard would fix a little less than a dec-
ade later.

Berry maintained his interest in cap-
turing the visual world at the University
of Virginia, joining the school newspa-
per as a photographer and borrowing the
university’s telescopes.

He graduated with a degree in phys-
ics in 1968 and, at the behest of his wife,
Eleanor, moved to Toronto to avoid the
draft.

It was there he built instruments to
study auroras and earned a master’s de-
gree in astronomy from York University.

In 1976, experience in tow, Berry
moved back to the United States to take a
job at “Astronomy” magazine. Soon af-
ter, he would become editor at the young
publication and launch the aspect of his
career he’s best known for: writing.

Passing it on

“I turn what experts know into things
everyone can know,” Berry said, trying
to describe his job.

As a writer, he’s sold thousands of
copies of introductory books for ama-
teur astronomers, which include step-
by-step explanations on building basic
telescopes, processing digital images
and even constructing digital cameras.
He published his first book “Build Your
Own Telescope” in 1980, considered by
some to be a classic text in the field.

The book explains how to build five
different models of telescope, written in
an accessible way to encourage parents
to create one with their children, like
Berry had with his father.

Nowadays it’s so cheap to buy a good
quality telescope, people aren’t as inter-
ested in constructing their own, Berry
said with some disappointment.

But book reviews online indicate
there may still be a few people putting
telescopes together with their kids.

Though it’s an experience Berry has
not had himself.

Berry and Eleanor say they chose not
to have kids because they could never
agree on a right time. “We haven’t quite
lost the sense that we’re the kids,” de-
spite being old enough to be grandpar-
ents, Eleanor says.

The pair met in the 7th grade when
Eleanor sat behind Richard in English
class — she also had poor vision — but
they were never very close while in
school.

While traveling to college after visits
home, they kept running into each other
on the train — Eleanor heading to Bryn
Mawr College in southeastern Pennsyl-
vania and Richard to the University of
Virginia in Charlottesville. 

After some time, Richard decided to
get off at Eleanor’s stop and just show up
at her door. And, as they say, one thing
led to another from there.

During the intervening half-century,
Eleanor, a published poet and former col-
lege teacher, has joined Richard on many
astronomical expeditions, including two
visible total solar eclipses. At one in Tu-

ban, Indonesia, in 1983, locals pounded
pots and pans until light returned to the
sky. At the second, on the deck of the
“Viking Serenade” off the coast of Cabo
San Lucas, Mexico, eight years later,
they witnessed a nearly 7-minute total-
ity.

When Richard gives presentations
about his solar eclipse experiences, most
images that show him photographing the
events and the surrounding landscapes
were taken by Eleanor. 

“It’s surprising how few people take
pictures of what’s going on around you,”
Richard Berry said, advising people to
take their eye away from the sun to look
around.

But a laser focus on the sun is again
what Berry will be doing during the ap-
proximately two minutes of totality
Monday, along with his quartet of rookie
astronomers.

The two undergraduates joining Ber-
ry at his backyard observatory Alpaca
Meadows on Eclipse Day 2017 are the
teenagers Sharkansky and Abraham Sa-
lazar, a quiet 33-year-old civil engineer-
ing major who, during the team’s eclipse
walk-through, used a GoPro to record
Berry’s instructions so the team could
study them later.

Salazar has the most limited astrono-
my experience in the group, so he has the
most to learn, but in turn he has passed
much of the information along to his 11-
year-old son, Logan.

He and Logan stargaze while camping
already, and while Salazar is running his
eclipse experiment, he took a suggestion
from Berry that his son work on an ex-
periment of his own.

“I wish I could be here to learn every
day,” Salazar said.

And about that big experiment: Shar-
kansky and Salazar, along with the bois-
terous Steven Pinkston and Jozwiak set-
up in another location, will be trying to
replicate the famous 1919 experiment by
Sir Arthur Eddington that first support-
ed Einstein’s general theory of relativity.

The experiment shows that starlight
will deflect around the sun at Einstein’s
predicted amount because of its mass.

The experiment is possible only dur-
ing a solar eclipse because the sun’s
brightness is reduced and the positions
of the stars behind the sun are measur-
able.

“At this point, I think we have a pretty
good chance of capturing at least a dozen
measurable stars during totality,” Berry
said after the group’s test run.

Peering peers

In the world of amateur astronomers,
Berry is widely known.

Jim Baumgardt, a long-time astro-
photogapher, submitted images to Berry
for publication during his time at “As-
tronomy,” which he lead from 1976-1991.
Acouple years ago, Baumgardt moved to
the Salem area and joined the Night Sky
45 astronomy club, where, unbeknownst
to him, Berry was a member.

Berry — now the club’s president —
has talked on end about the solar eclipse,
how to prepare, what to expect. At the
club’s most recent meeting, he strode in
resembling a somewhat rumpled Albert
Einstein, waving bundles of eclipse
glasses and begging anyone to take a
handful. 

At Berry’s urging, members rattled
off their eclipse plans: Baumgardt will
travel to his secret observing location at
11,000 feet with his wife and son to take a
variety of photographs; another is at-
tending a star party Sunday evening at a
local high school and spending the night;
someone else will act as the “resident as-
tronomer” for a swanky corporate event.

Mike Conley, another astronomy lifer,
will be at Willamette University helping
lead a national experiment to photo-
graph the sun’s inner corona in greater
detail than ever before.

Conley also knew Berry’s name from
his time as “Astronomy” editor. Conley
reckoned Berry is among the best known
astronomers in the country because of
his time at the magazine, and considers
him a great spokesman for the field and
someone who is always willing to help
other stargazers.

At the end of the meeting, the last be-
fore the Great American Eclipse, Berry
tried to describe for the several dozen
members what they might see when the
time comes:

One side of the sky will turn dark as
the other half remains lit. There will be
an eerie orange glow appearing from
outside the shadow. 

The sky will remain surprisingly
bright — about as bright as the night on a
full moon. The temperature will drop,
perhaps by double digits. And then, fast-
er than you expect, the sun will be visible
once more.

“If you haven’t been to an eclipse, you
don’t know what you’re in for.”

Contact the reporter at
cradnovich@statesmanjournal.com or
503-399-6864, or follow him on Twitter at
@CDRadnovich.

Astronomer
Continued from Page 1A
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Richard Berry leafs through a binder full of photographic negatives of solar eclipses he has shot while in his home in Lyons on Friday. Berry, 70, is
as respected and influential as any amateur astronomer in the country.

Richard Berry holds one of the many books he
has written while in his home in Lyons on
Friday.
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